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Let T be a bounded linear operator from a separable Banach space X to a 
Banach space Y. A necessary and sufftcient condition on T for the existence of a 
subspace Z of X such that Z is isomorphic to C(a) and the restriction of T to Z is 
an isomorphism is given. The special case where X is the disc algebra is then 
considered and results similar to those previously obtained by the author for C(K) 
spaces are obtained for the disc algebra. Finally some additional results of the same 
type are proved for subspaces of C(K) with small annihilator. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Our goal in this paper is to prove results on bounded linear operators with 
domain a separable Banach space analogous to those obtained in [l] for 
operators with domain a C(K) space. The approach is to replace the notion 
of &-family of sets by the notion of &family of functions. We define &family 
of functions in Section 1 and describe the connection between &families of 
functions and operators on C&P). Once this is established we employ the 
result of [l] to prove our characterization of C,,(o”) preserving operators. 
In Section 2 we consider the special case of the disc algebra M’ and show 
that there are enough functions in XZ’ to characterize C,(o”) preserving 
operators with domain & by &families of, sets. In the third section we 
extend the techniques to subspaces of C(K) with separable annihilator and 
obtain similar results provided the annihilator is sufficiently small. 
We will use standard Banach s$ace notation as may be found in the book 
of Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [ 151. C(K) will denote the space of complex 
valued functions on a compact Hausdorff space K. If a is an ordinal C(a) 
(resp. C,(a)), will denote the space of continuous functions on the ordinals 
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less than or equal to a with the order topology (resp. and vanishing at a). If 
S? is a topological space, J@‘) will denote the ath derived set of &. We will 
use interval notation with sets of ordinals with the usual conventions, e.g., 
{y: a < y < /3} = (a, fi). If/i is a set of ordinals, J&’ is a subset of C(K)*, and 
we write JZ? = {p a: aEll) then we mean that the map a-+~, is a 
homeomorphism where S/ has the w * topology and A has the topology 
inherited from [ 1, sup A ] with the order topology. 
Much of the work here depends on the results of [ 11. Let us note that 
although the arguments given there applied to the real case, only minor 
modifications are necessary to obtain the same results for complex valued 
functions. 
We will now give the definition and basic properties of p-families of sets. 
DEFINITION. Let y < o, and let K be a compact Hausdorff space. A 
family X of nonempty open subsets of K is a f-family if for each a with 
0 ,< a G y there is a subfamily X, of s3 such that ST has the following 
properties: 
(0) If G, E 9& i = 1,2, G,nG,=0; GicG, and a,<~+; or 
G,cG, anda,<a,. 
(1) .F= U {%Fa: a < y}. 
(2) If a ( y, Ym is an infinite family of disjoint open sets. 
(3) IfGESrandO<a<P<y,theset {H:HcGandHETa}is 
infinite. 
(4) If GE&, then there is a sequence {G, : n E Ni of disjoint sets 
in F, such that lJ G, c G. 
(5) If G E XD and p is a limit ordinal, then there exists a sequence 
&, 7 /3 and a sequence {G n: n E NJ of disjoint sets such that G, EST,, for 
each n and U G, c G. 
If there is also a set of measures X on K associated with SE-, i.e., for each 
G E .F there is a measure pclG E J’, which. satisfies: 
(4’) IfGEF6+,, then there is a sequence {G, : n E N} of disjoint sets 
with G, E XD for all n, m c G, and ,u,+, +“‘* ,uuG. 
(5 ‘) If G E YB, where /3 is a limit ordinal, then there exists a sequence 
{G, : n E N} of disjoint subsets of G and p, 7 /3 such that G, E F&, 
PG,-' 
W’ fl,, and UG,cG. 
(6) For each G E ;T, IfiG ] (G) > E, then the pfamily is said to have E- 
measures. 
(Note that (0) is slightly stronger than in [I]). 
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We will also use a slight modification of this notion of f-family. A y- 
family X has the same properties as those of a f-family except hat there is 
an open set G, such that G,x u F and if there are measures associated with 
.F then there exists a sequence of disjoint sets {G, : n E N} cSr and 
ordinals Y,, T y such that G, EST;, (or if y is a successor, G, E FY-,) and 
w* 
PC,,’ PC,* 
In our previous work we made use of an index which was related to the 
notion of f-family by Lemma 1.0 of [ 11. Here we will use only the y-families, 
however, the reader may find it necessary to translate the results of ] 1 ] that 
were stated in terms of the index by using that lemma. We will also use the 
fact that every y-family .F with s-measures M contains a f-family 
F = {G, : a < oy} with c-measures {p, : a < wy) in M &, = pUG,) such that 
for each a ( ov, 
U (G,: G,q Gal= G, 3 
there is a neighborhood. &‘, of a in [ 1,03 such that 
G,~{G,:zE.d’,-{a}},and (r:G,?G,}isfinite, 
(0.1) 
to assume that any y-family we use has been refined to have these properties. 
We will also use the following (Lemma 1.1 of [ 1 I): 
LEMMA 0.1. Let .F= {G,: a < wy} be a y-family with c-measures 
{,u, : a < w’} satisfying (0.1). If A is a closed subset of [ 1, w”l and A is 
homeomorphic to [l, co’], then Y = {G a: a E A} contains a P-family with E- 
measures in (p,: a E .d}. 
1. THE GENERAL CASE 
In order to describe C(a) preserving operators on a separable Banach 
space X we first need to study the image of C(a) under an operator 
T: C(a) + X. Our first lemma will give us a formula for computing the norm 
of such an operator based on the images under T of a certain family of 
characteristic functions in C(a). Recall that a topological space is dispersed 
if it contains no nonempty perfect subset and that if K is a dispersed 
compact Hausdorff space, then C(K)* is isometric to f,(K) (and con- 
versely) 1201. 
We wish to thank J. ‘Wolfe for several useful suggestions which led to the 
present versions of Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let K be a dispersed compact Hausdoflspace and let 0 be 
a set. Let G be a family of clopen subsets of K such that 
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(i) ifG,,G,E~,thenG,nG,=0,G,cG,orG,cG,, 
(ii) { 1, : G E F} separates the points of K, 
(iii) for each k E K, {G: G E .E”, k E G} is well ordered by inclusion. 
Let Y=span{l,: G E F} and let T be a linear operator from Y into 
k&Q)- Then 11 Tll = II CW I % - limzezfGj C,,R Tl,l IL,, where the 
convergence of the sums is pointwise and the limit is over the directed set 
Z(G) = {Z c F: 2’ is a maximal family of disjoint proper subsets of G} 
ordered by Z < 2” if for each H E Z there is an H’ E Z’ such that 
HcH’. 
Proof Assumptions (i) and (ii) and the Stone Weierstrauss Theorem 
show that Y= C(K) or that there is a k, E K such that Y = {f E C(K): 
f(k,) = 0). In either case Y* can be identified with r,(I), where r = K or 
K - {k,,}, respectively. For each y E r by (iii) there is a minimal set G E 55 
such that y E G and it follows from (ii) that {y} = G - IJ {H: H & G, 
HE r}. Hence if 6, denotes the evaluation at a point w E LJ, 
IIT*~,I~= C ITCH, (G-U {HI H@G,HE~J) / 
GE,? 
=c 
GE 
=c 
GEI 
=c 
GE.% 
proving the result. 
&(Tl,) - T*h u 
[ (&&d t 
&,(T~G) - &JtG) TX&,, 
6,(Tl,) - lim 
,~&#“(G) H;p 6co(T1 H) 
LEMMA 1.2. Let K, 0, F and T be as in Lemma 1.1. Assume further 
that for each k E K, {G: k E G} ordered by inclusion is of order type less 
than or equal to W. Then 
where the convergence of the sums is pointwise and H q G if and only tf 
HE F and H is a maximal proper subset of G. 
Proof: Observe that the directed set Z(G) has a terminal element, 
{H: H Cl G}, for each G E F. 
It is easy to see that a f-family y satisfying (0.1) has the property that 
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any nested family of sets in .Y is finite. Indeed, by property (0) such a family 
is well ordered by inclusion and by (0.1) no set in Y can be contained in an 
infinite increasing nest of sets, Thus a y-family of subsets of a compact 
Hausdorff space K will satisfy both (i) of Lemma 1 .l and the strengthened 
version of (iii) of Lemma 1.2. The next lemma shows that for K= [ 1, oY], 
y < w,, (ii) can also be satisfied. 
LEMMA 1.3. For any ordinal 1 < y < w, there is a &family .V of subsets 
of [ 1, oy) satisfying (0.1) such that C,(oy) = span { 1 G : G E .% }. 
Proof. If y = 1, let .Y = ( (n }: n < o }. Inductively assume that the lemma 
has been proved for all a < y. If y = /I f 1 for some ordinal /I, let .? = 
lJ (.Fn: n < CO) u {(04(n - l), w%]: n < w}, where for each n, ,Fn is a p- 
family of subsets of (&(n - l), w%] satisfying (0.1) such that 
C,(aP(n-- l),w%]=+E{l~. * G E Yn’,). If y is a limit ordinal let p, T y and 
let .Y = U {%,,: n < w) U {(&n-l, c&l: n < w}, where 5?” is a B,-family of 
subsets of (oDn-1, ~#n ] satisfying (0.1) such that CO(wDn-l, w’n] = Span { 1, : 
G E ,‘i”,}. We leave the verification to the reader. 
In the following definition we refer to a pfamily .Y of subsets of a set r 
instead of a compact HausdorIf space K. By this we mean that in /IT, the 
Stone-tech compactification, {G: G E s} is a f-family. 
DEFINITION. Let .Y be a y-family of subsets of a set r and let $ be a map 
from ,V into a Banach space X. The pair (#,.Y) will be called a y$amily of 
functions in X. (Sometimes we will refer to the range of 4 as the y-family of 
functions.) A T-family of functions in X will be said to be k-bounded if the 
linear extension d of # has norm less than or equal to I, i.e., if Z = span { 1 c : 
G E .% } in I,(T), 6 Z +X by &c a, lG,) = C ai$(Gi), and 1) ill < A. Finally 
if there is a mapping w: .Y -+X* and 6 > 0 such that 
(a) If G E cFi+ i , then there is a sequence (G, : n E N } of disjoint sets 
with G, E .FO for all n, lJ G, c G, and v(G,) -+‘+‘* w(G). 
(b) If G E .5, where /? is a limit ordinal, then there exists a sequence 
cn E N} of disjoints subsets of G and /I, T /3 such that G, E ,VD,, 
U G, c G, and yl(G,) +“‘* w(G). 
fun&Es l?sGE!e~!uEs! f 
or all G E .%’ we will say that the f-family of 
(Compare with (4’), (5’) and (6) of the definition of a f-family of sets 
with e-measures.) 
If follows from Lemmas 1.1-1.3 that if K = [ 1, o”] and g is the 
d-family from Lemma 1.3 then 6 is I bounded if and only if CGEg ]#(G) - 
CHDG 4(H)] (x*) <I for all x* E B,,. Our next result shows that this 
formula holds for any &family 55’ satisfying (0.1). 
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LEMMA 1.4. If Y is an a-family of subsets of a set I’ satisfying (0.1) then 
there is an &family Sr of subsets of [ 1, w”) and a Boolean algebra 
isomorphism c from the algebra generated by Y to the algebra generated by 
.F such that r(G) E jT for all G E .V’ and r(Y) = 37 Moreover, C,(U) = 
span ( 1, : F E %;T}. 
Proof. We will use induction on a. If a = 1, .V is a countable family of 
disjoint sets and thus can be put into one to one correspondence with 
{{n}: n < o}. Next assume that the lemma is true for all y < (x and let 
{Gn: n < o) be a maximal family of maximal sets in F?, i.e., if G E .V there 
is an n such that G c G, and G, n G,, = 0 for all n # n’. Observe that 
9,, = {G: G & G,, G E g} is an 8,-family for Q, < (x for each n and thus by 
induction there are Boolean algebra isomorphisms <, : 9n -F,, , where ;T, is 
an &,-family of subsets of [ 1, wan). Clearly sup (r,, = a and a, < a, for all n, 
if o is a limit ordinal and if a = /3 + 1, an = ,8 for infinitely many n. Thus we 
can find a sequence yn t w” such that (y,- r, y,] is homeomorphic to 
[ 1, oF] with homeomorphism [,, : [ 1, won] + (y,- i, y,]. Clearly if we define 
@G,) = (y,-, , y,] for all n, r(G) = &,(4,(G)) for all G E 9”, n < o, we can 
generate the required Boolean isomorphism as an extension of <. 
Remark 1.1. Using the above results we could write the definition of a 
A-bounded T-family of functions in X with J-measures without reference to 
the notion of 9 family of sets since we use the notion of p-family of sets only 
as an index. We leave this to the interested reader. We do, however, wish to 
point out that a A-bounded l-family of functions in X is a weakly uncon- 
ditionally Cauchy sequence and if there are s-measures in B,, for this ^i- 
family, it is not unconditionally converging. (See [3] or [ 151.) 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let X be a separable Banach space and let B be a w* 
closed convex symmetric subset of B,, , A necessary and sufficient condition 
for B to norm a subspace of X isomorphic to C,,(ooa) is that there exist 
constants 0 < 6, J < co and a l-bounded o?-family of functions in X with 6- 
measures in B. 
Proof. Let Y be a subspace of X isomorphic to C,(ow”) and let 
T: C,,(w@) +X be an isomorphism onto Y. If B norms Y, it follows from the 
Hahn-Banach Theorem that T*B ~pBc,~wW4~* for some p > 0. By 
Proposition 2 of [ 151 there is a subset A of B such that p -’ T* is a 
homeomorphism from A onto some closed subset S of 16,: /I < owe} U {0} 
with S(““) # 0. By Lemma 1.3 of [l] there is a positive linear isometry L 
from C,(S) into C,,(w”“) such that L*s = 6, for all s E S. Hence p-‘L*T* 
is a homeomorphism of A onto (6,: s E S} c B-e(.,,,. and p-‘TL is an 
isomorphism of C,(S) into Y c X. Let F be the &-family of subsets of S 
- satisfying (0.1) such that span { 1 G: G E .F?} = C,,(S) given by Lemma 1.3, 
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and note that (6, : s E S} is a set of l-measures for .F. (8, is the measure for 
the smallest element G of F with s E G.) Thus if we define 4: .F +X by 
B(G)= El, and y: .!F-+AAX* by v(G,)=@-‘L*T*)-‘6,, (#,F) is a 
I] T]]-bounded w^-family of functions in X with pmeasures in B as required. 
Conversely, let (4, W) be a A-bounded o”-family of functions in X with 
d-measures in B. Define &$%ispan(l.:GEF}-1X by &lG)=d(G) and 
extend linearly. By definition ]] &] < A. By Lemma 1.4, Z = span { 1, : G E .y ) 
is isometric to C,(wW”) and moreover there is a Boolean algebra 
isomorphism r of the algebra generated by .F’ into the subsets of [ 1, u”‘“) 
which induces the isometry. 
Hence we can define an isometry 5 C,(oW”) --t Z by letting @l[(,,) = 1, 
for all G E F and extending linearly. Clearly )I c]] < 3, and (d&* (B) is a w* 
closed convex symmetric subset of ABcO(wOnj,. Because (4, .V) has S-measures 
in B, .F= {r(G): GE OF} is an c?-family of subsets of [ 1, mWn) with 6- 
measures in (a* (B). Indeed if w: .F -+ B such that J*(v(G))(G) > 6 and 
{$+-[y(G)]: G E F’) is a set of a-measures for ?‘, {f*p [v(G)]: G E .% } is a 
set of &measures for F. By Theorem 0.2 of [I] there is a subspace Y of 
C,(uP”) such that RI, is an isomorphism, Y is isometric to C,(w”“), and Y 
is normed by {~*~[w(G)]: G E 59”). Hence R( I’) is isomorphic to C,(uU”) 
and is normed by B, as claimed. 
Remark 1.2. In the case where X= C(K) we were able to obtain a 
subspace isometric to C,(wW”). In this generality it is impossible even to 
obtain subspaces 1 + E isomorphic to C,(o”‘“) because of the negative 
solution to the distorted norm problem [ 141. It should be noted that as 1 and 
6 tend to one, the product of the norming constant and the distance to 
C,(&‘“) tend to one. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let X be a separable Banach space and let T be a 
bounded linear operator from X into a Banach space Y. Then there is a 
subspace Z of X such that Z is isomorphic to C,(o““) and TI, is an 
isomorphism if and only if there are constants 1 and 6, 0 < 6, A < 00 and a 
A-bounded Ga-family of functions in X with a-measures in T*B Ye. 
Remark 1.3. In [l] we were able to conclude from the fact that an 
operator T: C(K) -+ Y was an isomorphism on subspaces uniformly 
isomorphic to C,,(&n), a, ] ma that there was a subspace isomorphic to 
C,(oW”) on which T was an isomorphism. No such extension of our results 
is possible in this generality because X may contain C,,(wan) isometrically 
but not contain CO(&@), e.g., if X= (C CO(o.F)),,. 
The next result will be used in the next section. It clarifies the relationship 
between Ga-families of functions and &a-families of sets. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let K be a compact metric space, let X be a subspace 
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of C(K), and let J: X + C(K) be the inclusion. If B is a w* closed convex 
symmetric subset of B,, and there is a subspace Y of X such that B norms Y 
and Y is isomorphic to C,(o*“) then for any selection j: B -+ B,(,,. such that 
J* o j is the identity on B there exist an E > 0 and an o^ family of subsets of 
K with e-measures in j(B)w‘. 
Proo$ Let T be an isomorphism of C,(&‘“) onto Y. As in the proof of 
Proposition 1.3 we may assume that there is a set A c j(B)“‘* and a > 0 such 
that aT*J* is a homeomorphism of A onto the point masses on [ 1, a”+‘) 
union zero. By Proposition 2.0 of [ I] there is an c?-family of subsets of K 
with a-measures in A. 
Combining Proposition 1.3 with Proposition 1.7 we see that a bounded 
w”-family of functions with S-measures always implies the existence of an 
&a-family of subsets with s(S)-measures. In the next two sections we will 
investigate the converse of this statement. 
2. APPLICATION TO THE DISC ALGEBRA 
For our purposes the disc algebra d will be the subspace of the 
continuous functions on the boundary of the unit disc L) in the complex 
plane which have extensions to D that are analytic on the interior of D. 
Delbaen [5] and Kisliakov [ 121 considered the case of non-weakly compact 
operators with domain &’ and obtained the result that such an operator must 
be an isomorphism on a copy of cO. In this section we will extend this result 
by characterizing C,(W~“) preserving operators in terms of G-families of 
sets. This improvement of the result of Section 1 is made possible by the 
following version of the Havin Lemma [lo] or [ 171. In the sequel m(e) will 
denote normalized Lebesgue measure on 80 which we identify with [0,2m), 
and d(B, ,0,) = ( 8, - 8, (. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let E be a closed subset of 8D and let n > E > m(E) > 0. 
There exists a function f E S/ and a constant B independent of E and m(E) 
such that 
(9 Ilf IL < 1, 
(ii) sup{] f (/3) - 1 I: 0 E E} < B(m(E)/e)“‘, 
(iii) If(bJ)I < B(m(E)/e)“’ for ail @fir which 
2~ < d(8, E) = inf(d(8, 0,): 19, E E}. 
ProoJ Let F be a finite union of closed intervals in 80 such that 
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E c Int(F), m(F) < 2m(E) and for all 19 E F, d(0, E) < E. Let 6 = E-‘m(E) 
and let w be a Cm-function from aD into [--S1”, -J”*] such that 
w(d) = --g-1/* if 8EE 
= -(3’12 if OEFC. 
By the Poisson integral formuula w extends to be a harmonic nonzero 
function on D with harmonic conjugate 
Let v(0) = lim,,, v(t, 0) and h = w + iv. By [7, p. 831, u is continuous and 
because w < 0 on D, h -’ is analytic on the interior of D and continuous on 
aD, i.e., h-r E .t/. Letf= exp(h-I). 
For (i) observe that Re h-’ = w(w’ + y2)-’ < 0 and thus If(e)] < 1 for all 
8. If eu, If(e)- I(=(exp(h-‘)- I( < ]h-‘1 exp]h-‘( < (h-r] exp(1) < 
IwJ-’ exp(1) = 8”*exp(l). 
Property (iii) requires that ) u(e)] be small for t9 satisfying d(t9, E) > 2~. 
Iv(e)1 = !‘f”: 7r-’ 
-II =!i-“:7l-’ 
/i 
r sin V[ ~(0 - w) - w(e + w)] dyl 
0 1 - 2r cos II/ + rz 
by the change of variables 
v= -co-4) e<#Ge+n 
=e-ti e--71+j<e. 
If both 8 - w and 6J + w are in FC, w(tl- ty) = w(B + w) = --c?“~. Hence 
Iv(e)( = !i_n: x-’ 
I j 
. rsinW[w(B--yl)-w(e+ylldV 
1 - 2r cos iy + r2 9 A 
where A = ( IJK f3 + w E F or I3 - v E F, 0 < ty < n}. If d(0, E) > 2.5, ip E A 
only if w > E, and thus 
Iv(e)1 <4m(F)[6-“* - B“*] max 
I 
< 8m(E) 6 - I’* 
sin c 
2(1 -cos E) 
< 8m(E) t3-r’2~-’ < 86’12. 
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Therefore 
Thus we can let B = 65. 
Remark 2.1. An alternate proof of this lemma can be based on the 
argument of Garnett [9]. 
The next lemma is a minor modification of Lemma 2.1 which will allow 
us to construct subspaces of,.& isometric to C,(w”“) by using the Rudin- 
Carleson Theorem [8] and [ 171. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let E and E’ be closed subsets of aD and let z> E > 
m(E) > 0. Suppose that d(E, E’) > 2.5 and m(E’) = 0. Then there exists a 
function f E z/ such that 
(9 Ilfll, < 1, 
(ii) SUpeeE If(e) - 11 < B(m(E>/&)“‘, 
(iii) If(e)1 < 2B(m(E)/&)“’ ifd(8, E) > 2.5, 
(iv) f(0) = 0 for all ~9 E E’. 
Proof Let g be the function given by Lemma 2.1 Let h be a positive 
continuous function on 80 such that 
(a) h(0) ( 1 - ] g(e)] for all 13 E 8D, 
(b) h(0) < B(m(E)/&)“’ - I 1 - g(B)] for 0 E E, 
(c> 48) 2 1 g(@I for 8 E E’, 
(d) h(B) < B(m(E)/&)“’ for d(B, E) > 2.5. 
By the Rudin-Carleson Theorem there is a function g, E M’ such that 
g, IE’ = A,, and I g,(e)] <h(8) for all BE 30. Clearly f = g - g, is the 
required function. 
We can now show that there are sufficiently many functions in J so that 
we can use o”-families of sets instead of functions to characterize C,(uP’“) 
norming subsets of xZ*. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let g = {G, : a < wzp} be a g-family of open subsets 
of 80, let (F, : a < w26 1 be a family of closed subsets of ~70 such that 
G, I F, 3 {G, : G, $ G, j, and let E’ be a closed subset of 
U {G, : a < w=~}’ with m(E’) = 0. Then for every 6 > 0 there is a (3 + S)- 
bounded &family (4, St) of functions in & such that 
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(ii) 1 @(G,)(e) - 1 ( < 6 for all 19 E F, and G, E ST, 
(iii) J&EsI#(G)(8)1 < 6 for all t9E (U {G,: a < Wan})’ and 
CGEp. I#(G)(e)l is continuous in U {G, : a < w2‘?}‘, 
(iv) CGnH=*,GES. 1 fqc)(e)l < sf0r di e E H, H E jr, 
(V) ,%Ey iw)(e) - &,G !we)l < 1 + a for d 
OEu {G,: a<w24}-u {F,: G,eSr}, 
(vi) #(G)(e) = Ofot all 0 E E’, G E X. Moreover, if {p, : a < w’~} is 
u set of E-meusures for .Y then X can be chosen such that (p, : G, E jr) is 
a set of E-measures for jr. 
Proof. We will construct the l-families by induction. If p = 1, let 6, 10 
such that CT=, 6, < 6. For each n, {Gwn+k : k E N } is a sequence of disjoint 
subsets of G,(,+,,. Because U {Gwn+k: k E N} c G,(“+,), inf{d(G’,,,+,,, 
G wn+k): k E N } = a, > 0. Thus, for each n there is an integer k(n) E N such 
that B(3u;‘m(G wn+k(nJ) *” < 4-‘6,. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that for 
each n there is a function f, in M’ such that 
(1) IKll < 4 
(2) sup BEF,.+k,nl if,(e) - 1 I < 4 -x9 
(3) tf,wl < 2 -14 if 4% Fun +d > 2~,/3, 
(4) f(e) = 0 for all 0 E E’. 
Clearly .F = {G,, +k(n) : n EN} is a l-family and the map #(Gwn+k(n)) = f, 
defines an l-family of functions in ~2. Because 
nZ$l if,m Q 2-l 2 4 + if,w)i < I + 6 if BEG,, (2.0) 
n=1 
n2m 
we have a (1 + 6) bounded f-family. Properties (i)-(vi) are obvious. 
The remainder of the proof is simply to iterate this argument inductively. 
Assume that the proposition holds for all y < /I. The case where ,8 is a 
successor and the case where p is a limit ordinal are similar so we will prove 
only the successor case. 
Let y + 1 = /3. By the definition of a @ family there is a sequence of 
disjoint sets {G,(,,: a(n), n E N} c .Fz,+, and for each n a sequence of 
disjoint subsets {Gn(n,k) : a(n, k), k E NJ of G,(,, such that .!& = (G, : 
G,T+ GaCn,k)} is a 27 family for each k. Let 6, > 0 such that Cz=, 6, < 5 -‘?I. 
By the first step of the induction there is a (1 + 5 -‘a)-bounded j-family of 
functions in .xz’, (4, F) with X = {Ga(n,k(n)B : n E N } such that 
(1) (I $(G)ll Q 1 for all G E <ST, 
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(2) I Wawoo )(O) - 11 < 5-‘6 for all 8 E Fa(n,k(nBj, n E N, 
(3) CGEF11Q)(G)(8)l < 5-‘J for all 0 E (U (G,(,,: n E N )Yt 
(4) C,” I.n +m l~W,~.,~d41 -c 5 - ‘6 for all 19 E Gatm,kcmjj 9 
(5) /(G)(B) = 0 for all 8 E E’ and GE Sr. 
For each n we get by the inductive hypothesis a (3 + &)-bounded f-family of 
functions (q&,X”) such that 
(0’ ?I c ~7n,kw~ 
(ii)’ I#,(G,)(@ - 11 < 6, for all BE F,, G, E Tm, 
(iii)’ LqsI th$hfju; iere for all 8 E (U %,k& ad 
CGW” I WW)I 
(iv)’ C GES,,G~H=O Ih( < & for d e E H9 HE KY 
(‘>’ AGE& 1 in(G)(e> - &G 4(H)(e)l < 1 + 6 for d1 e E us’, - 
U Pa: G,Ejmb 
(vi)’ 4,(G)(8)=0 for all 8E E’, GE,Sm. 
Clearly Z =Sr u (U (;7, : n E N}) is a a-family and thus the 
mapping VI: A?‘-+ J/ defined by 
y/(G) = ((‘3 if GE.Y 
= h,(G) if GE& 
defines a 73-family of functions in J. If 8 E U .!S&) for some n, 
eE (U %,kW )’ for all m # n and thus 
(2.1) 
Because 8 E Gotn,kcnjb, y (4), 
m=l 
m+n 
and 
i, / ~(Gahkhl~ w) - C ew) 
-dm.C(m)) 
m+tl 
G mz, [I W(Ga~m,k~m~~)(e~ + 
Hm; k(m)) I v(H)(e)Il = I 
m+n 
<5-‘6+ 2 6,. 
m=1 
m#n 
(2.3) 
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(2.4) 
and thus 
,gn / w(W@ - c W)(@) / 
HOG 
= 27’ / Wdrn7k~rnU m - C ww) 
H~dm.k(n)) 
m+n 
+ .Ffl ‘Y(G)(e) - c ‘VW)(e) 
n HOG 
+ Wu~n,~~n~~)(e) - c VW)(e) 
H’=,Ot,k(n)) 
< f 6,+5-‘6+2 fJ 6, 
m=l m=l 
m+n m+n 
<1+4.5-‘6+1+1+6,<3+6, (2.5) 
by (2.1), (2.3), (2.4) and (1). If 0 E U {F,: G, E cF,}, 
Gg” 1 w(G)(e) - c !wW) 1 < 3 + 4l HOG 
by the definition of a (3 + G,,>bounded family and 
G I Wc4n,km w) - wduu + Hoc? k,n)) I w(H)1 (e) 
Hof& 
<5-‘6+6,+6, by (2), (ii)’ and (iv)‘, 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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where Ho = Gao E Fn and 19 E Fe,,. Hence 
G;s (~tG)t@ - zG wWM9 / 
~3 f 6,+5-‘6+3+6,+5-‘6+26, 
In=1 
m#n 
<3+4 for all BE u {F,: G, EFn}. Gw 
If 0 E (U, KJ ~n,kcnJ)c, then by (iii)’ 
and thus 
by (2.9) and the definition of a (1 + 5 -‘Q-bounded family. Inequality (2.10) 
proves (v) and with (2.5) and (2.8) shows that (I+Y,R’) is a (3 + b)-bounded 
family of functions in SS?; (i), (ii) and (vi) are obvious. 
If BE ((J {G,: a < a~*~\)‘, (iii)’ and (2.0) give (iii). For (iv) and 
H = Gnwdnn 3 
GCW=0 
by (4), (iii)’ and (iv)‘. The “moreover” assertion is obvious. 
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In the following if ,u E C(aD)*, (1~ ]]will denote the usual norm and (]p(].&. 
will be the norm of ,U as an element of sY*. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let ,y = {G,: y < w@} be an o?-family of open subsets 
of aD with e-measures {p,: y < wwo} in Bco,,* such that Ilru,llJ* > 
(1 - 6) (Ip,l( for some S independent of y, 6 < E. Then there is a subspace Y of 
J&’ such that Y is isometric to C,(&‘“) and Y is normed by {,a+ y < woe}. 
Proof: For a = 0, this is essentially the result of Delbaen [5] and 
Kisliakov [ 121 except that they obtain a subspace of J@’ isomorphic to co. 
To find a subspace isometric to cg one need only modify their construction in 
a way similar to that of our proof of Lemma 2.2 and use the Rudin-Carleson 
Theorem as we do below. 
Let a > 1. We may assume that there is a closed set E’ such that 
m E’ = 0 El b’=) 
(,I {G,,: y ; wwoJc 
# 0, and there is an open set B such that E’ c B c 
and ]py] (@) ( (E -6) 88’. Indeed, let Gy(i, ,..., GHn) be 
maximal sets in S, where n > 8(s - 6)-l. Then, for some i, 1 < i < n, Ai = 
(7: kl (Gyo,) <8-‘@ - 41 contains a set homeomorphic to [ 1, wwa), by 
(an easy modification of) Lemma 2.4 of [ 11, and by Lemma 0.1 we can find 
an &?-family contained in ,Y with e-measures in Ai. Because Gycn is open we 
can choose the set E’ c Gflil and use our new La-family in place of .Y. 
For any p > 0, we have, by Proposition 2.3, a (3 + p)-bounded c.?-family 
(&Z) of functions in & satisfying (i)-(vi), where for each y, F, is a closed 
subset of G, such that I+,( (FJ > ]p,,] (G,) - p and F,I U {G,: G,q G,}. By 
the definition of an G”-family with measures there exist a sequence a,, T wn 
and a sequence of disjoint sets (H, : n E n\l} in X such that Z, = (H: 
HEX, H c H,} is an an-family and {,u,: G,E Zn) is homeomorphic to 
[ 1, wan]. By Lemma 2.5 of [l] for each kE N there is an n = n(k) and a 
closed subset B, of {p,: G, E 8,) such that B, is homeomorphic to [ 1, waK] 
and for all ,u, vE B,, (]],u]] - ]]v](] <p, By Lemma0.1 we can find an wRk- 
family .Xk c&, with measures in B,. Note that we still have that 
(41 Us,, lJ .Vk) is a (3 + p)-bounded &?-family of functions in M’ satisfying 
(i)-(vi). Thus to summarize: 
There is an Ga-family 2’ = {H,: y < ww”} c .S with s-measures 
iv,: y < w ““} c {p,: y < wWO} such that if y, y’ E (W-1, wan], 
]]I vY]] - ]] vYS]]] < p, n E N. Further there is a function 4: 3’ --t .cP defining a 
(3 + p)-bounded e?-family and closed sets {F;: y < w@} such that 
]v,](F;)>e--p and F;IU {H,: HT$ HJ and satisfying (i)-(vi) of 
Proposition 2.3. 
For each n choose f,, E M’ such that l/f,,]] < 1 and (v,,~, J,) > 
]] v,,.]]~. - p. By replacing (wan-*, wQ] by a suitable neighborhood of wan 
we may assume that (vY, f,) > IIvwmnIldd* --p for all y E (wan-‘, wan]. Define 
an ox-family by qV(H,) =#(H,) . f,, for y E (wan-l, wan], n E N and 
measures for (#‘, A?) by w(H,) = vy. 
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Clearly (qV,Z”) is a (3 + p)-bounded Ga-family of functions in d. 
Observe that for y E (w”n-I, &+I, 
- (1 + PI byI (vy) --P byl cq 
>(1-~)ll~,ll-(1-S)P-3P 
- (1 + PI I q @y) -P I vyl (fy 
Hence for any t > 0 if p is sufficiently small, (#‘*I@,,), lHY> > E -6 - r. 
Thus (/‘,Z’) is a (3 + p)-bounded &O-family of functions in J with 
(E - 6 - t)-measures. 
By the proof of Proposition 1.3 there is a subspace Y of & such that Y is 
isomorphic to C,(o@) and normed by {p,: y < owe}. To obtain a subspace 
isometric to CO(wou) which is normed by {j+,: y< oWp} we resort to the 
following subterfuge: 
Let a(@ be a positive continuous function on aD such that 
(a) a(e) G 1 - C,, ww= I ti(G,)(@l for 8 in 0, 
(b) a(B) < ~(3 + 2~) -I for 19 E 8’, 
(c) a(B) = 1 for 8 E E’. 
By the Rudin-Carleson Theorem there is a subspace 2 of J such that the 
restriction of Z to E’ is an isometry onto C(F) and for all z E Z, ]z(@] < 
a(B) ]]z]] for all 8 E 80. Because (E’)(@) # EI there is a subspace of C(E’) 
isometric to C,(uF’“) and hence a l-bounded o^-family of functions in Z, 
((“, Z’), with 1 measures, i.e., Sp#“(Z’) is isometric to C,(&‘“). Define a 
new Ga-family of functions by ((H,) = (“(iYJ + (3 + 2~))’ #‘(H,) for all 
y < wwu. Note that 
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+ (3 + 2/l-’ HFz $‘W(@ - c #‘m(e) 
IOH 
<ate) + (3 + 214-l 2 c IdtGyWl let@ 
v< a@ 
+ (3 + 2~)-‘ (3 +P) l,(e)< 1 
by the definition of a(@. Thus (<,A?‘) is a l-bounded &?-family of functions 
in ,d and because #Zv)JE, = qV’(H,,)&,, ${&HJ: y < oWu} is isometric to 
C,(wW”). Finally 
h4~,)~ WV)) = OYWy), PW,)) + (3 + 2p1- l Mq~ d’(q) 
2 (E - 6 - r)(3 + 26’ - (I vtq9 44) 
> (E - 6 - 4(3 + 2/V - I w(f$)l(~> - P(3 + 2P) -I II wtq 
>(E-&~)(3+2p)-‘-(e--)8-‘-p(3+2p)-’. 
Thus for p sufficiently small I+V defines (E - 6) 6 -’ measures for (&R’). 
Thus there is a subspace W of d such that W is isometric to C,(o@) and is 
normed by {fly: y < uWn}. 
Remark 2.1. In the above argument we obtain a subspace isometric to 
C,(wW”) only by sacrificing the norming constant. The product of the 
norming constant and the isomorphism constant is always greater than 3 in 
this construction. 
PROBLEM. Let B be a w* closed convex symmetric subset of B,, and let 
B norm a subspace Y of d such that Y is isomorphic to C,(o@). Given 
E > 0, is there a subspace 2 of ,& such that d(Z, C,(oW”)) < 1 + E and 
SUP@: sup(l b E BI >P llzll f or all z E Z} > (1 -e) sup{p: sup(lb(y)l: 
bEB}>pllyl( for allyEY? 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let B be a w* closed convex symmetric subset of B.,. 
and let J: SI? + C(aD) be the inclusion. A necessary and sufficient condition 
that B norm a subspace Y of &@ such that Y is isomorphic to C,(W~“) is that 
there exist constants E and 6, E > 6 > 0, a function j: B + Bccao, such that 
J* 0 j = idB and 1) bl( > (1 - 6) I( j(b)(l f or all b E B, and an ma-family of 
subsets of aD with c-measures in j(B). 
Proof. Use Proposition 1.7 and Theorem 2.4. 
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3. SUBSPACES OF C(K) WITH SMALL ANNIHILATOR 
In this section we consider an arbitrary subspace X of C(K), K compact 
metric, such that X1 is separable and obtain results similar to those of the 
previous section under certain conditions on the size of X? The main 
difficulty is to find a suitable replacement for the Havin Lemma. The first 
step is the following consequence of the Hahn-Banach Theorem: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a subspace of C(K) for some compact Hausdorff 
space K and let E and F be disjoint closed subsets of K. Let f E C(K) such 
that 1 f (k)l = 1 for all k E E, f(k) = 0 for all k E F. Suppose that there is an 
n > 0 such that for all p E X1, /J,u[J & 1, there is a function /E C,(K) = 
{ g E C(K): g(K) c R}, 1 > ( > l,, such that /(p,4f)l < n/2. Then there is a 
function h E X such that 1 h(k) - f(k)1 < n for all k E E U F and )( h(l < 3. 
Proof Suppose that the lemma is false. For each r > 0 let W, = 
Z((rBc& + f) U {#f: $ E C,(K) and 1 > $ > lE}. Let B be the circled hull 
of X + (W, - f) and let p(h) = inf{t > 0: t-‘h E B}, the Minkowski 
functional for B. Note that because B 3 rB,-(,, , p(h) < 7-l (I h 11, for all h. 
We claim that p(f) > qt-‘, If sf E B, for some s, s-i < ?,x-‘, then sf = 
lim,, [xi + C;I’! yj(wj - f >I, w h ere x1 E X, C;l’i I y,l = 1, and {IV,} c W, 
for each i. Thus 
where x; = s-‘x[ E X. 
We will show that for large i, x; satisfies the conclusion of the lemma- 
contradicting our assumption. 
Lety,=f -s-‘Cj”l”yj(wj-f), then for kEEUF 
n(i) 
Ih-ff)WlCs-‘c I~jIl(wj-f)(k)l~s-‘t<rl. 
j=1 
Also 
n(i) 
Il~~ll~lIfll+s-l,~, lYjlIlwj-fll 
<Ilfll+s-‘sWllwj-fll: 1 <j<WI. 
Because wj E W,, wj=l(zh+f)+(l-A)#f for some L, O<A<l, 
h E Bco, 9 ad $3 1>#>11,. Thus IIwj-fllGWlhll+U-4ll(~-~)fll 
< 1 and hence (Iyt(J < 1 + s-l < 1 + yr-‘. In particular if T = q/2, II y,(( < 3. 
It follows then that for suficiently large i, Ilx;II < 3 and for all k E E UF, 
1(x, - f)(k)1 < n, a contradiction. 
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By the Hahn-Banach Theorem there is a linear functional v on C(K) such 
that v(f) = p(f) and ] v(h)] <p(h) for all h E C(K). Note that ] V(X)] < 
p(x) = 0 for all x E X and hence v E Xi. Because p(h) Q r-i I] h]], ]]v]] < t-l. 
If hE W,, ~(h-f)<l, and thus Iv(h)l~(v(f)(-p(h-f)~?t-‘-1. 
Letting p = ]]v](-‘v we have that ],u(h)] > q-- 7= q/2, if 7= q/2. This 
contradicts our hypothesis, proving the lemma. 
DEFINITION. Let B be a subset of C(K)* for some compact metric space 
K and let E > 0. Let W(E, B) = sup{a: 3 an a-family of subsets of K with E- 
measures in B}. 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 0.2 of [l] that if W(E, B) = co4 for 
some p<q, and if E’ < E, there is an Gb-family of subsets of K with E’- 
measures in B. 
The next lemma will be our replacement for Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X be a subspace of C(K) such that V(E, B,I) < a for 
some ordinal a < w,. Then ifY = {G,: y < on} is an a-family of subsets of 
K, .F = {F,: y < oa } is a family of closed subsets of K such thatu {G, : 
G,$ GY} c F,c G,, for all y Q wa, and f E C(K) such that Ilf II = 1, 
) f(k)1 = 1 for all k E F,, and f(k) = 0 for all k E GC,,, then there is a 
function h E X, (1 h(l< 3, and a set G, E 5Y such that 1 h(k) -f (k)( < 2e for all 
kEF,uGC,,. 
Proof Suppose that no such function h exists. By Lemma 3.1 for each 
y < ma there is a measure pYE B,I such that I&,, #f )] > E for all d E C,(K), 
1 > $ > by. Observe that if F, c F,,,, 
and thus, if pycn) --+“‘* 4 and lJ {G,,, : 
@f: 12 9 2 byI= Mf: I> 9 > by’ I 
)2 E N } c F,, then 01, #f) > E for all 4, 
1 > 4 2 by. In particular 0, lFyf) > E and 1~) (G,,) > E. A simple transfinite 
induction argument shows that &? = {G,: y ( w” } contains an &family with 
e-measures in {py: y < o”} w* c Bxl, contradicting the assumption that 
W(E, B,I) < a. 
The next result is the analog of Proposition 2.3. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be a subspace of C(K) and a < o1 such that 
W(E, B,,.) < a for every E > 0. Let 55’ = {G,: y < o?} be an a&family of 
open subsets of K, let jT = {F,: y ( waS} be a family of closed subsets of K 
such that U {G, : G, 5 GY} c F, c G, for all y < was, and let f E C(K) such 
that If(k)1 = 1 f or all k E U 9. Then for every 6 > 0 there is a (7 + 8) 
bounded &family of functions in X, (v/, Z), such that 
(i) Zc,F?. 
(ii) ] II/ - f (k)l < 6 for all k E F,, 
I WJWI < 6 for all kE GF, zj- G,EoY. 
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(iii) J&X( v(G)(k)1 < dfor all k E (U (G,: y < u@})c. 
(iv) CcaX,GnH=D IAl c dfor all k E H, HE 3. 
69 LX I vv(W) - CHm t@W)l < 3 + 6 for all 
y < aP4} - U {F,: G, E R}. 
k E U F,: 
Moreover, if ,‘YiY has d-measures {p,,: y < CL@} then Z has d-measures {,u,: 
G+P}. 
Proof: We will prove this by induction on /3. For convenience we will 
assume throughout that a is a limit ordinal and that a, T a. The successor 
case is proved similarly. 
Let (6,) be a sequence of positive numbers such that 
If p= 1, let (G,+,): IZ E R\1} be a sequence of disjoint maximal sets in Y such 
that Gym E S=:, , aA > a,. Because %‘(s, B,I) ( a, for each r E N there is an 
n E b.. such that ZV(2-‘4, B,I) < a,,. Thus by Lemma 3.2 and the fact that 
Rm = {G,: G, c GH,,,} contains an an-family, there exist a set G,(,, c Gfl(,, 
and a function h, E X such that 
IhW -.Uk>l < 4 for k E FTC,,) U G>,,, 
and (( h, I( < 3, where f, is a continuous function on K such that f,(k) = f (k) 
for k E E;,,(“), f (k) = 0, for k E G;“), and )I $,I[ < 1. 
Clearly the map v: {G,(,,, : n E N} +X given by v(G,,,,) = h, defines a 
(3 + @-bounded l-family of functions in X satisfying (i)-(v). 
Next assume that the proposition has been established for all /?’ < /3. If 
/3 = /3’ + 1, for some /?’ then u {.%$: a@’ < y < as} is an &family and thus by 
the case /3 = 1 there is a (3 + 5 -‘Q-bounded l-family of functions in X, 
(v, A?), satisfying (i)-(v). 
For each G,(,, E Z, {G,: G&z G,(,,,} is an &$-family and thus by the 
induction hypothesis there is a (7 + 8,)-bounded /?-family of functions in X, 
(v,, ,&J, satisfying (i)-(v). Clearly 2 =RU (U Z”) is a b-family and the 
map w’ : A?” + X defined by 
W’(H) = w(H) if HEZ 
= vn(H) if HEZ$, nElN 
defines a b-family of functions in X. The proof that (@,Z’) is a (7 + 6) 
bounded &family of functions in X satisfying (i)-(v) is similar to the proof 
of Proposition 2.3, and we leave it to the reader. 
If /3 is a limit ordinal and /3, T /3, then there are disjoint maximal sets GH,,, 
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r in .T? with G,,, E Y&, /.I:, >/I,,, for all n E lN. For each n, (G,: G,,c G$,,} 
contains an -j-family, and thus by the inductive hypothesis there is a 
(7 + b,)-bounded &?l-family of functions (v, ,&) in X satisfying (i)-(v). 
Clearly we can replace &“, by a fin-family Z; ~2~ for each n and thus 
T’ = U {RL : n E N} is a B-family. By defining v’: .R’ --+X by 
w’(H) = V,(H) for all H E ,?A, n E N, we have a b-family of functions in X. 
It is easy to see that (@,A?‘) is a (7 + @-bounded p-family of functions in 
X satisfying (i j(v). 
The “moreover” assertion can be obtained by proving at each stage of the 
induction that if we have {,u,: y < me4 } then R can be chosen such that {,D,: 
G, E R} U {,u,~~} is homeomorphic to [ 1, w”]. 
Remark 3.0. By using the more quantitative version of Lemma 3.1 
which results from the proof, i.e., ](,u, 4f)] < q- r * ]( h (] < 1 + QT- ‘, and 
the fact the contradiction is obtained from functions of the form 
~~~spl CT= 1 YjGf - Wj), WI E W, , xi”= 1 ( yj 1 = 1, S -’ < qr- ‘3 the following 
LEMMA 3.1’. Let X be a subspace of C(K) for some compact Hausdorff 
space K and let E and F be disjoint closed subsets of K. Let f E C(K) such 
that 1 f(k)1 = 1 for all k E E, f(k) = 0 for all k E F. Suppose that there is an 
n > 0 such that for all ,LI E Xl, \lpll< 1, there is a function $ E C,(K), 
1 >, Q > l,, such that &.t, $f )I < ~~(1 + n)-l. Then there is a function h E X 
suchthatlh(k)-f(k)(<nforallkEEUFandI(h-flj<l+n. 
Proof. Let r = q( 1 + q)-’ in the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
By using Lemma 3.1’ in place of Lemma 3.1 it follows from the proofs of 
Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 that we can have a (3 + Q-bounded @- 
family of functions in X rather than a (7 + Q-bounded b-family. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let X be a subspace of C(K) and let J: X-+ C(K) be 
the inclusion. Suppose that B is a w*-closed subset of B,, and that 
W(E, B,i) < a, for every E > 0. If there is an a/\os;family of subsets of K with 
e-measures rn a subset A of B,(,,. such that for some 6 < 1 and for all 
a E A, IIJ*a)I > (1 - S) llall and J*A c B, then there is a subspace Y of X 
such that Y is isomorphic to C,(o”‘) and B norms Y. 
Proof Let p > 0 and let p = (G,: y < ouw4} be the &?-family with E- 
measures (,u~: y < dYB} in A. For each y < maWa let F, be a closed subset of 
G, such that lJ (G,: G,$G,} cF, and ]ruv] (p,) > ]rur] (GJ- (1-6)p8-‘. 
Let /3. T 09 and let {G,,, : n E N} be a sequeneAof disjoint maximal sets in 
.Y such that &” = {G,: Gtin) 2 Gr} contains an a/?,-family. By Lemma 2.5 of 
] 1 ] and Lemma 0.1 for each k E N there is an n E N such that there is a a&- 
family <W; CITY with s-measures {v, : r < wa4k} in {,u,: G,E <Tn} such that 
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I() v,ll - IJv,,J(I < (1 - 6)p8-’ for all r, r’ < cFSk. Choosef, E C(K) such that 
llfkll = 1, Ifk(t)l = 1 for t E U XL, and (v,,,, fk> > II ~~~~~~~ - (1 - 4 ~8 -‘. 
We may assume, by replacing {vT : r < o +} with a suitable neighborhood of 
V wo4k, that (v,,&) > I)v,,~~(J - (1 - 6)p8-’ for all r ,< aaBk. 
Let CElpk < (1 -S)p8-‘. By Proposition 3.3 there is a (7 + pk> 
bounded /&family (vk, Zk) satisfying 
(i) Tkc&. 
(ii) I w~(GJ(O -fk(t)l c pk for all t E F, and I vk(GyM <ok for all 
tEG;,G,ETk. 
(iii) CGETk I v,JG)(t)l < ok for all t E (U {G,: Y < ~a41)ce 
6’) &ES~,G~H=O 1 v,cyk(WOl < Pk for a11 t E Hf H E ‘& 
(“1 ~,j-e,y.,, 1 Wk(G)(t) - &G W/c(H)(t)1 < 3 + Pk for al1 t E u z,i - 
u {F,: G,E 41. 
Let 3 = U {Zk : k E N} and define 2: 3 +X by Z(G) = vk(G) for all 
GE rk, k EN. Because z&pk < (1 - 6) E 8-l and (Wk,Tk) satisfies 
(i)-(v) for each k, it follows that (Z, 3) is a (7 + (1 - 6) p8-‘)-bounded c?- 
family. Define a map A: J + X* by A(G,,) = J*v,(,, for all G,E Tk9 k EN. 
(VW =,a,, for G, E &) If G, E A9 MG,J, Z(G$> = (v,(,,)9 Wk(Gy)) = 
(Vrty), fk) - (v,(y)y fk - Wk(Gy)). For f E Fyv Ifk@) - vk(G$(t)l < Pk7 by tii); 
for t E G, - Fy, I&(t) - W&)(f)( < 4; and for t E G’y, I.&@) - W/c(G)(f)1 < 
1 +Pk’ 
Thus 
(VTW 7 vkk(Gy)) 
~IIv,a~kII-(1-6)P8-‘-PktV,,,l(F~ 
- 4 1 V,,,, 1 W,n 5) - (1 + Pk) I %t,g I cGC,) 
>IIv~(y)ll-(l -4P4-’ -Pkb&I tF,) 
-(1-6)P2-‘-(1+pk)Iv,(,,l(G,) 
> (1 -pk) b’,(y)i (F,)-pk b’,(,qi (GJ’- 3(1 - ‘)p4-’ 
~(1-Pk)(&-(l--)P8-1)-PkIvr(,,l(G~)-3(1-6)P4-’ 
~&-pk(E+IV,(y)I(G~))-7(1--6)~8-’ 
>.z-pk(e+ I)-7(1--)p8-‘=e@). 
Because p was arbitrary, and E@) + E as p --) 0, for any E’ < E, p’ > 0 there 
is a (7 + p/)-bounded c?-family (Z, S-) of functions in X with &‘-measures in
B. Thus by Proposition 1.3 there is a subspace Y of X such that Y is 
isomorphic to CO(ooB) and Y is normed by B. 
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Remark 3.1. Because J*Bco,. IB xe, given any subset {XT: y < owT} of 
B,, satisfying Illx~j\ - \lxfllI ( 6 for all y, y’ < wol and some 6 > 0, there is a 
subset {,ug: /3 < oar} of B,(,,, such that Ilpoll < IjJ*tiDjl + 6 and J*p,E 
{x$: y < wol} for all p < ow*. Indeed, for each y E [ 1, woT] - [ 1, We’]“’ let 
V,E B,(,,* such that J*v, = .$? and ()vJ = 1(x; (1. Let {J+, : p < wwT} be a 
subset of {vr: y < 0~~1”“. If vKnj *We v, and y(n) -+ y, then 
= 11x; II >, lim II&, II - 6. 
Hence for all /3< ow’; Il~ol( < IIJ*,u~II + 6. 
The next result is at least formally an improvement of Proposition 3.4. 
(We say formally because each complemented subspace of C(K) may be 
isomorphic to some C(S) for S compact metric.) 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let Z be a complemented subspace of C(K) with 
projection P and let X be a subspace of Z, with inclusion J: X --) C(K), such 
that @% B,l n B(+-P~C(X~~ I) < a for every E > 0. Let B be a w* closed 
subset of B,, . If there is an a&-family of subsets of K with e-measures in a 
subset A of B ((I _ P)C(K)j~ such that for some 6 < 1, for all a E A, 1) J*a(I > 
(1 - 8) ()aI) and J*A c B, then there is a subspace Y of X such that Y is 
isomorphic to C,,(o?) and B norms Y. 
Proof. Let X, = @(X U (I - P) C(K)) and note that %‘-(E, BX;) < a for 
every E > 0. By Proposition 3.4 there is a subspace Y of X, such that Y is 
isomorphic to Co(tiUB) and B norms Y. Moreover, from the proof, we see 
that A norms Y as well. Because A c (I-P) C(K)‘, it follows that A norms 
PY, PY is isomorphic to CO(ww’), PY c PX, =X, and hence that PY is the 
required subspace of X. 
An ordinal y is said to be prime if y = a $ p, p # 0, implies that B = y. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let X be a subspace of C(K) and let J: X-+ C(K) be the 
inclusion. Let y be a prime ordinal such that sup(w(e, B,I): E > 0) < wy and 
let B be a w* closed convex symmetric subset of B,, . A necessary and 
suficient condition for B to norm a subspace Y of X such that Y is 
isomorphic C,,(oF’), a > y, is that there exist E > 0, 6 < 1, a subset A of 
such that J*A c B and 1) J*a 1) > (1 - S) )I a (1 for all a E A, and an Ga- 
2%; of open subsets of K with e-measures in A. 
Proof. Combine Proposition 1.7 and Proposition 3.4. 
Remark 3.2. We could obviously formulate a corollary to Theorem 3.6 
of a similar nature to Corollary 3.5, but we leave this to the reader. 
Our next result ties together our results and those of Rosenthal [22]. 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Let X be a subspace of C(K), K compact metric such 
that X’ is separable and let J: K --, C(K) be the inclusion. Suppose that B is 
a w* closed convex symmetric subset of B,.. The following are equivalent: 
(a) B norms a subspace Y of X such that Y is d-isomorphic to C[O, 11, 
i.e., there is an isomorphism T: C[O, I] --) Y with (] TJ] (] T-’ ]I < d. 
(b) For every a < co,, B norms a subspace of X such that Y is d- 
isomorphic to C,(o‘@) (d may depend on a). 
(c) For every a < co, there exist E > 0, 6 < 1, a subset A of B,(,,, such 
that J*A c B and I( J*a )] > (1 - 6) ]]a I( for all a E A, and an Gff-family of 
open subsets of K with e-measures in A. 
(d) B is non-separable. 
Proof. We will prove the following implications (a) a (d) 3 (c) 0 
(b) * (a). First note that because X1 is separable, the Szlenk index of X1 is 
countable. (See [24].) Because the Szlenk index dominates w(s, BxI) there 
is an ordinal y < w, such that r(e, BXL) < y, for all s > 0. 
(a) 3 (d). If T is an isomorphism from C[O, l] onto Y then aT*B 2 
B ,-to,,,+ for some a < co. Thus any subset {b,: t E [0, l]} of B such that 
aT*b, = Su, for all t E [0, l] will be an uncountable (a (1 T/l)-' separated set. 
(d) 3 (c). A result of Rosenthal (221 states that if B, is a 
nonseparable w*-closed convex symmetric subset of BCtKj*, B, norms a 
subspace of C(K) isometric to C(d), where d is the Cantor set. Let B, = 
J* -l(B) n B,(,,*. Because C(d) contains subspaces isometric to C,(o“@) 
for every a < w,, there is an Ga-family {G, :p < woo} of subsets of K with 
e-measures {I, : p < w@l in B,. By Lemma 2.4 of [ 1 ] one of the sets D = 
1~: II J*P, II 2 (42) lbp II 1 and E = 1~: II J*lu, II < WI llclpll 1 must contain a
subset homeomorphic to [ 1, wwo). If it were E then for each p E E there 
would be an element V, E X’ such that (1 V, - ,up (1 < (c/2) (],q,]]. However, this 
implies that ( V, [ (G,) > (s/2) for all p E E and that if rp(,,) --f v and p(n) + p 
then lim II y,(,) - clp(,) ]] > ]( v -,q, (] and ] V] (G,) > s/2. Thus (v, : p E E}W* 
would contain a set of s/Z-measures for an o’“-family contained in 
{G,:p < ww= i-contradicting V(.s/2, B,I) < y, if We > y. Hence if w” > y, 
by Lemma 0.1, there is an Ga-family with s-measures in {pcl, : p E D}, 
establishing (c). 
(b) o (c). This follows immediately from Proposition 3.4 and 
Proposition 1.7. 
(b) * (a). (This is a minor modification of an argument of 
Bourgain [4].) 
As before let d be the Cantor set. Consider the set 9E,d = ((S, F): 
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S: C(d) + X, ](S]( < 1, F is a closed subset of A and for all x E C(d), )] Sx(l > 
d-’ Il+llm and SUP{I@, Sx)l: b E BI 2 E ~Ix,A,I- 
Note that if Y is a subspace of X such that Y is isomorphic to C(&‘“) 
with isomorphism T: C(ww”) -+ Y, ((T]] < 1, there is a subset F of A 
homeomorphic to [ 1, wwLI] and an isometry W: C(F) + C(o@) such that 
TWR, : C(A) -+ Y is an isomorphism onto Y, where R, is the restriction to F. 
If ]I T-l)] < d and B norms Y, then (TWR,, F) E <YE,, for some E > 0. Let 2 
be the set of all closed subsets of A in the Hausdorff topology and let 28 be 
the operators of norm less than or equal to one from C(A) into X with the 
topology of pointwise convergence. It follows from standard results that 
.B x 9 is a Polish space (i.e., a complete separable metric space) and it is 
easily checked that sVE,d is a closed subset of .9 x G?. Thus the projection of 
.V’ r,d into B is an analytic set. For each a < ol, by (b), there is a pair 
@a, Fa) E %nhdW for some c(a) > 0, d(a) < co with Ffoa) # 0. Hence 
for some .sO > 0, d, < 03, YEO,dO contains pairs for a arbitrarily large. We 
claim that 9Eo,do contains a pair (S, F) with Fcwl) # 0. Indeed, a result of 
Hillard [ 111 or [6] shows that an analytic subset D of D which contains 
only countable subsets of A has an upper bound, i.e., there is an ordinal 
p < w, such that for all FE D, F@) = 0. Thus the required pair (S, F) with 
FcW1) # 0 exist and it follows that S(C(d)) cX contains a subspace d- 
isomorphic to C[O, l] and E normed by B. 
4. REMARKS AND QUESTIONS 
The results of [I] and Section 3 provide a partial solution to the 
following: 
PROBLEM. If X is a subspace of C(K), K a compact metric space, does at 
least one of X and C(K)/X have a subspace isomorphic to C(K)? 
For the cases of c, and CIO, l] the answer is yes. The first follows from 
results of Pelczynski [ 161 and the fact that at least one of X and c,/X is 
infinite dimensional. The second is a theorem of Lindenstrauss and 
Pelczynski (141. For X a complemented subspace of C(K) the answer is also 
yes PI. 
Our results imply the following positive result: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let X be a subspace of C(uY’) for some prime ordinal 
Y<W,. 
(a) Zf there is an E > 0 such that ~Y((E, BXL) > oy, C(oPy)/X has a 
subspace isomorphic to C,(w”‘). 
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(b) If SUP{W(E, B,I): E > 0) < wy then X has a subspace isomorphic 
to C,(cfPY). 
Proof: Part (a) is immediate from Corollary 0.5 of [I]. 
For part (b), let E > 0 and consider the sets D, = {a: 116, IIx, > 1 - E} and 
E, = {a: (]6,]lx* < 1 - E}. By Lemma 2.4 of [l] at least one of these sets 
contains a subset F homeomorphic to [ 1, o@). Suppose F c E,. Then if 
E > t > 0 for each a E F there is a measure pa E X’, ]]p,]) = 1, such that 
I( 6, -pa]] ( 1 - E + r. Let g = {G, : a < &“} be an Gy-family of clopen 
subsets of [I, way] such that a E G,. 
We claim that there is an Gy-family F contained in .V and a subset H of 
{pa :a E F} WI such that H is a set of (a - r)-measures for ST. Indeed, 
suppose that (a(n)) t F, a(n) -+ a and ,u,(,,) -sw* ,u. Because (1 8,(n) - ,u,(,,) I( < 
1 - E + r, lu,(,,({a(n)}) > (E - z + 1)/2. Hence 
2&--Z and IP II (G,) 2 E - 7. 
ThusifHc{&:aEF}“*, H is homeomorphic to [ 1, way), and H-H’” c 
{p, : a E F), a simple induction argument shows that {G, : a E {p: pup E H} } 
contains an oy-family with (E - r) measures in H. This contradicts the 
assumption that W(E - r, BXL) < oy. Therefore D, IF and by 
Proposition 3.4, X contains a subspace isomorphic to C,,(&‘?. 
Thus for y prime the possibility remains that there is a subspace X of 
C(wO’) such that sup{V(s, B,*): E > 0) = my but V(E, B,I) < my for every 
E > 0 and neither X nor C(cc@‘)/X contains a subspace isomorphic to 
C(&‘). Note that in this case C(u?)/X contains a subspace isomorphic to 
C(om”) for all p < 7. 
If y is not prime then it is not difficult to see that the answer to the 
problem is no. Indeed, suppose y = p + a, a, /3 < y. Let X = Sp{ l,,-,,l : t E 
(1, o”‘~](~~~) - [I, UJ~~](~~“+‘), p< ma}, where r- = sup([l, woy](OBp) - 
[ 1, w~~]~~~~+‘))~ [ 1,r). It is easy to see that X is isometric to C(o@). (Let 
,%= {(r-,5]: r~ [l,~“‘~](~~~)- [l,~~~](~~~+~)} then%?=U {yO: p<U} 
is an ;‘-family.) We claim that C(&“)lX is isomorphic to C(w@“). For 
each *E [ 1, wwy](wb) _ [ 1, &J](ob+u, pE [l,o”]- [l&q(‘), let 
F(r,p) = {fE CO(r-, t]: f is constant on (c-, 41 for <E (r-, 5](ob(p-‘)+‘)}. 
F(:<z, P) * - sp(6, --dl: CE (r-,7] (W6(p-1)+1)} = (C[r-, r]/X)*. Y((t,p) is 
isometric to CO(oop) and f(r,p) - U(z,p) = C(s-,t]/X. (c(o”y)Ix)* = 
sp((J Y(r,p)“: rE [l,cowy](~oD) - [1,WwY](U80+1),pE [l,w”] - [l,COq(‘)} 
and this is w* isometric to (c,,, Y(r,p)),*o. This follows from the fact that 
the measures in Y(r, p)* have supports disjoint from the support of the 
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measures in Y(r’,p’)*, for (r,p) # (r’,p’). Thus C(o”“)lX is isometric to 
(Cr,p Y(r, p)),, which is isometric to C(&‘“). 
As a second application of the results of Section 3 we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. There is a Banach space X which is not primary but 
has the property that if YC X either X/Y or Y contains a subspace 
isomorphic to X. 
Proof. Let Z be a subspace of c0 which is not isomorphic to a 
complemented subspace of C[O, 11, e.g., Z is a subspace of c,, failing the 
approximation property. Let X = C[O, l] @ Z. Clearly X is not primary. 
However, X is isomorphic to a subspace of C[O, l] @co N C[O, l] with 
separable annihilator. If Y is a subspace of X, then either X/Y has a 
separable dual, in which case Y is isomorphic to a subspace of C[O, 1 ] with 
a separable annihilator, or X/Y has nonseparable dual. In the first case 
Proposition 3.6 (d) rj (a) with B = B,, shows that Y contains a subspace 
isomorphic to C[O, l] and hence a subspace isomorphic to X. In the second 
case with B = ByL Proposition 3.6 implies that there is a subspace W of X 
normed by B such that W is isomorphic to C[O, 11. This implies that Q(W) 
is a subspace of X/Y isomorphic to C[O, 11, where Q is the quotient map of 
X onto X/Y. Thus X/Y has a subspace isomorphic to X. 
Our motivation for Section 3 was the successful characterization of 
C(w@“) preserving operators on the disc algebra. However, it should be 
noted that not all of the results for the disc algebra are consequences of the 
general results of Section 3. 
In particular it is obvious that W(E, B,L) > 0 and thus the results of 
Section 3 do not apply to subsets of Bco,,, which norm a subspace of d 
isomorphic to cO. Thus the result of Delbaen and Kisliakov is not a conse- 
quence of these results. 
On the other hand as a result of a conversation with J. Arazy we have 
shown that W(E, B$) < w. Indeed, it follows from Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 
of [ 131 that C(w”) does not embed uniformly in C(aD/&) and thus the E- 
Szlenk index of B$ is finite for every E > 0. This in turn implies that 
T(E, B$) < o for every E > 0. 
An examination of the proof of Theorem 7.1 of [ 171 shows that the 
properties of &’ as a uniform algebra play an important role. Thus it seems 
natural to ask if the results can be improved in the context of uniform 
algebras where the algebra is considered as a subspace of the continuous 
functions on its Shilov boundary. (The maximal ideal space or other boun- 
daries could be used but in that case the annihilator can be quite large.) 
It would also be interesting to know if W(E, B,I) can be computed for X 
any of the standard examples of uniform algebras. 
Next we will examine the consequences of our results for the classification 
of the complemented subspaces of subspaces of C(K) with small annihilator 
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and in particular for the disc algebra. Among the complemented subspaces 
of these spaces are the C(S) spaces. The following proposition gives a 
criterion for determining if a complemented subspace is isomorphic to a 
C(S) space. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let X be a subspace of C(K), K compact metric, such 
that sup V(e, B,J.) < co’, for some prime ordinal 6, and let J: X-r C(K) be 
the inclusion. 
Suppose that Y is a complemented subspace of X with projection P. 
(l)(a) If a > 6, a necessary and suflcient for Y to contain a subspace 
isomorphic to C,,(o.F) is that W(e, J* -‘P*B,, f7 B,(,,,) > coa for some 
E > 0. 
(b) If Y is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of C,(o”“) and 
V(E, J* - IB,. n B,,,,. ) > coa for some E 2 0, a > S, then Y is isomorphic to 
C,(oW”). 
(2) If Y* is non-separable then Y contains a subspace isomorphic to 
C[O, 11. Consequently if Y is, in addition, isomorphic to a complemented 
subspace of C[O, 11, Y is isomorphic to C[O, 11. 
Proof. Suppose V(e, J*-‘P*B,. n BCcK,*L> wQ, for some E > 0, a > 6. 
By Proposition 2.0 of [l] there is an w”-family of subsets of K, 
(G, : p < w@} with s-measures in J*-‘P*B,, f7 B,(,,. , {p, : p < owe}. 
Consider the sets D = {p: 1) J*,u,)I > (e/2) ](,u,, ]I} and E = {p: (I J*,u, 1) < 
(a/2) ]]p,[]}. By Lemma 2.4 of [I] one of D and E must contain a subset 
homeomorphic to [ 1, own). Just as in the proof of Proposition 3.6 (d) + (c), 
if it were E this would imply that W(e/2), BxI) > wa-a contradiction. 
Hence D contains a subset D, homeomorphic to [l, woo), and thus there is 
an Ga-family of subsets of K with s-measures in {,~,:p ED,}. By 
Proposition 3.4, P*B,. norms a subspace of X isomorphic to C,,(o@) and 
thus P(C,(w”“)) is a subspace of Y isomorphic to C,(&‘“). 
To obtain (b) note that by the results of [ 181, Y contains a complemented 
subspace isomorphic to C,(w”“). Applying the decomposition method [16], 
we get that Y is isomorphic to C,,(&‘“). 
Part 2 is essentially known (see [ 17, p 52]), but we will include a proof 
here. By Proposition 3.6 (d) =$ (a), P*B,, norms a subspace 2 of X such 
that 2 is isomorphic to C[O, I], clearly PZ is the required subspace of Y. As 
in part (l)(b) it follows that Y contains a complemented subspace 
isomorphic to C[O, I]. Thus if Y is isomorphic to a complemented subspace 
of CIO, 11, Y is isomorphic to CIO, 11. 
Remark 4.1. Note that the conditions on 6 and llJ,* (1 imposed in 
Proposition 3.4 do not play a role here. The combinatorial of Lemma 2.4 of 
[ I] can always be used to reduce the problem to considering J* - ‘B n B,(,, . 
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For the special case of the disc algebra Proposition 4.3 identifies the 
complemented subspaces isomorphic to C[O, l] or C(w@) for a > w. 
Actually in the case of the disc algebra, Corollary 2.5 rather than 
Proposition 3.4 can be used in the proof of Proposition 4.3 to reduce charac- 
terizations of complemented subspaces of A isomorphic to C,(w@) for all 
U<W,. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. &et Y be a complemented subspace of the disc algebra 
& with projection P and let J: zf --t C(aD) be the inclusion. 
(l)(a) If a > w, Q necessary and suficient condition for Y to contain a 
subspace isomorphic to C,(w*“) is that W(e, J*-‘P*B,. r7 B,o,,.) > wQ 
for some e > 0. 
(b) If a ) w, then Y is isomorphic to C,(w@) if (and only if) Y is 
isomorphic to a complemented subspace of C,(w*“) and W(E, J*-‘P*Bfi n 
B ctaD,.) > w” for some E > 0. 
(2)(a) If a < w, a necessary and suflcient condition for Y to contain a 
subpsace isomorphic to C,(wW”) is that there are constants E > 6 > 0, a 
function j: P*B,,, -+ J* - ‘P*B,, such that 
(I J*j(b)l( > (1 - S) llj(b)ll for all b E P*B, 
and W(e, j(P*B,.) 2 w”. 
(b) If the condition of (2)( a is satisfied and Y is isomorphic to a ) 
complemented subspace of CO(uF), Y is isomorphic to C,(wW”) (and 
conversely). 
(3) Y is isomorphic to C[O, 1) if and only if Y* is non-separable and 
Y is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of C[O, 11. 
It would be interesting to have some computable invariants to replace the 
condition that Y be isomorphic to a complemented subspace of C,(wW”). 
Even if Y is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of C[O, 11, no such 
invariants are known. In particular it is unknown whether or not a 
complemented subspace Y of CIO, l] with sup?V(e, BY*) < wa+’ is 
isomorphic to a complemented subspace of C,(w““). 
In order to classify the all of the complemented subspaces of the disc 
algebra some new invariants will be needed to classify the spaces with a 
given index. Unlike the C[O, I] case, the disc algebra has a complemented 
subspace of finite index which is not isomorphic to co. Indeed, if (xi) is a 
basis for &, then (CF=i [x,]~,&, is such a space (see [ 17, 261). One 
problem is to determine whether there is more than one isomorphic type 
generated in this way. 
Nore added in proof. It follows from the decomposition method of Pelczynski ( 161 that 
the isomorphic type of (CF?, [xi]:= ,)CO is independent of the choice of basis of .d. 
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